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Climate engineering, also known as geoengineering, involves deliberate,

large-scale manipulation of the earth’s atmosphere to counteract some

of the effects of global climate change. The most extreme options for

climate engineering are the most controversial, from seeding the ocean with

iron on a massive scale in order to stimulate phytoplankton blooms that would

absorb excess carbon to brightening the clouds for maximum reflectivity by spray-

ing sulfate aerosols, mimicking the globe-cooling effect of a massive volcano (with

the proviso that one must repeat the procedure regularly in order to maintain the

effects). Continued warming trends and ever more dire modeling by climate sci-

entists have in recent years shifted geoengineering from a taboo to a hotly debated

topic for activists, policymakers, and scholars at both the national and interna-

tional level. Geoengineering is no longer something out of science fiction, but

has become a part of the international political wrangling surrounding global solu-

tions to climate change. Critics point out that there are many good reasons not to

engage in such climate engineering. For starters, it raises a host of practical and

political questions: Who would govern it? Who would pay for it? What happens if

it has unintended effects? Who is to blame if those effects are harmful?

Apart from these very real practical and political concerns, climate engineering

also invites other types of critique. As philosopher Dale Jamieson points out, “The

use of this term [geoengineering] alerts us to the fact that a proposed intervention

in the climate system is one that, in the opinion of the speaker, requires a height-

ened level of scrutiny.” In other words, climate engineering interventions are
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seen, by definition, as strange, unfamiliar, untested, and risky. And because such

measures seem morally presumptuous and hubristic, they are not uncommonly

described as “playing God.” It is this vulnerability to the playing God critique

that I wish to address here.

Those scientists and policymakers who would take steps to engineer the climate

are accused of playing God in multiple arenas, from Clive Hamilton’s book

Earthmasters, to the pages of Foreign Policy, to the everyday opinions collected

by environmental researcher Wylie Carr’s interviews in Alaska, Kenya, and the

Solomon Islands. Rather than attacking politicians and scientists, journalist

Paul B. Farrell specifically targets “billionaires” who will “play God on climate”

in order to protect their investments in fossil fuels. Regardless of who is the actual

agent, many commentators agree that climate engineering transgresses humanity’s

proper limits. “This is God’s stuff we’re messing with,” warns an Alaska Native in

Carr’s article: the climate is the realm of the divine, not that of humans. Princeton

political scientist Simon Donner agrees. In his essay “Domain of the Gods” he

notes that nearly every religion or indigenous worldview involves a story of the

separation of land from sky in which humans may influence the land but the

sky belongs to the deities. The very idea that humans might influence the climate

is therefore hard to grasp, he argues: “This ability to influence the climate

represents a major paradigm shift, arguably on the order of the Copernican

Revolution.” No wonder the idea that humans have altered the climate uninten-

tionally—let alone the idea that we might alter it intentionally—is met with resis-

tance by many religious individuals. Even if such religious views represent a

minority among global elites, government actors, and scientists, Carr is convinced

that “religion will play a role in public support for, or opposition to, geoengineer-

ing research in many countries.” Climate engineering brushes up against “deeply

held beliefs about the proper place and role of humans in the order of the

cosmos,” and so perhaps it should come as no surprise that language of

“God” figures prominently in responses to it at the local, national, and interna-

tional level. Understanding and analyzing the playing God critique, then, is essen-

tial for any policy decisions related to climate engineering.

In this article I describe the foundations of the playing God critique and situate

this critique alongside a secular counterpart in a general category of responses to

climate engineering—what I call “the overreach critiques.” Though certain ver-

sions of this critique seem easy to disprove or discount, I discuss certain attempts

to reclaim it; that is, perhaps there is an appropriate role for humans that includes
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something like playing God. More importantly, however, I claim that the playing

God critique may be interpreted as a symbolic rather than a literal claim; that it is

a rhetorical move that privileges evocative analogy over logical argument. As such,

playing God and other overreach critiques highlight virtue ethics and proper

human agency with respect to fittingness and responsibility. I use two twentieth-

century thinkers, Aldo Leopold and H. Richard Niebuhr, to discuss this theory,

imaginatively answering the following question: What might they have said

about climate engineering? In light of its implications for virtue ethics and an

ethics of human agency, climate engineering proponents would do well to pay

attention to the concerns embedded in the playing God critique.

The Overreach Critiques and Their Responses

Not uncommonly, the advent of a new technology brings with it skepticism about

whether humans ought to be possessed of such powers over nature. From nano-

technology to genetic modification of humans, new technology often yields accu-

sations of “playing God.” These accusations indicate discomfort with human

powers, implying that those who wield them are guilty of hubris, of pridefully

assuming powers that should belong to God or to nature. As Christian ethicist

Cynthia Crysdale notes, “The counterpart of the admonition that we ought not

to play God is the positive injunction to ‘let nature take its course.’” A similar

critique, then, emerges in philosopher Georgiana Kirkham’s phrase “vexing

nature.” Kirkham argues that some secular perspectives use nature in a role similar

to that of God—generative, powerful, authoritative. Indeed, Adam Corner et al.

found that in the largely secular United Kingdom, interviewees were most con-

cerned that climate engineering might amount to “messing with nature,” a con-

cern that echoes both Kirkham’s phrase and the classic playing God critique.

In response, I examine the rhetoric of playing God and of vexing nature in parallel

but distinct investigations of these two “overreach critiques,” though I focus pri-

marily on the former. The way they are used and the way they play out are quite

similar, but they should remain distinct given the significant differences between

their underlying presuppositions and relative usefulness.

If Playing God Were an Argument

When the phrase “playing God” is used, is it an argument? Ethicist Pak-Hang

Wong refers to it as such in his article about Confucian environmental ethics

and climate engineering. But the word “argument” entails a logical conclusion
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based on particular premises, and the phrase “playing God” is rarely deployed in

this manner. It does, however, show up in Hamilton’s book Earthmasters in the

following form: “There are certain qualities that humans cannot and should not

aspire to, both because they are beyond us and because aspiring to them invites

calamity.” Hamilton also writes that “playing God entails humans crossing a

boundary to a domain of control or causation that is beyond their rightful

place.” To formalize this argument, () certain tasks are reserved for God, not

humans; therefore, () if humans undertake these tasks they are doing wrong in

some way, that is, they are “playing” God without actually being God; and ()

bad consequences will likely result.

A similar set of assumptions emerges from Jamieson’s nature-based argument.

He writes that climate engineering “fails to show respect for nature, and attempts

to manipulate nature in order to make it conform to our desires rather than shap-

ing our desires in response to nature.” Thus, () nature is worthy of respect, not

manipulation; and () manipulating nature is therefore doing wrong in some way.

(The rest of Jamieson’s article elaborates upon a parallel to number  above—the

worrisome consequences that will result from undertaking this level of control

over nature.)

Such arguments have appeal, but are quite easy to refute. Both the playing God

argument and the vexing nature argument presuppose a bright line between the

realm of human activity and divine activity, or between humans and nature.

Only with such a clear line may one criticize a measure such as climate engineer-

ing as “overstepping” the proper boundaries. Such dualities, however, are trou-

bling. Many environmentalists argue that humans should identify with nature,

not see ourselves as separate. Arguably, the very worldview of separation

between humans and nature is what precipitated our current environmental cri-

sis. A response to Jamieson, then, may point out that one may manipulate

nature and still respect it, as in the case of an indigenous farmer who cares for

the land while manipulating it with organic fertilizers in order to harvest more

and better food. The line between humans and nature, and between manipulation

and respect, are muddier than his statement implies.

In a similar vein, many Christian theologians argue that while God and human-

ity are not the same, divine action and human action may nevertheless overlap.

Humans may embody God or co-create with God. Humans are creative, just as

God is creative, and our co-creation with God can be a manifestation of praise

and admiration for God’s work. The popular slogan of the Evangelical
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Lutheran Church in America—God’s work, Our hands—highlights this idea of

human empowerment to embody God’s action in the world. On this under-

standing, those human hands that spray sulfate aerosols into the atmosphere to

cool the sun’s heat might well be doing God’s work of sustaining creation.

A view premised on a strict separation between humans and God envisions a

“God of the gaps,” a God who rules only where humans are not in control or

do not understand something. On this view, God reigns where humans cannot,

and typically (as Donner notes, above) the weather, skies, and “heavens” have

been God’s realm, not that of humans. God is in the mystery, in the uncontrolled.

But any thoughtful believer will recognize that if God primarily exists in mystery,

then progressive scientific discovery that erases mystery erodes God. Most reli-

gious people would dispute this: God is not so vulnerable. As human control

expands, God does not contract. Rather, God is coexistent with all of creation

and does not merely reside in the gaps created by human finitude.

Therefore, playing God, and to a lesser degree vexing nature, simply does not

work as a moral argument. In the words of the U.S. Presidential Commission

for the Study of Bioethical Issues, the language of “playing God” is “unhelpful

at best, misleading at worst.” It seems, at most, an oblique way to express a con-

cern about the consequences of increased human power over nature.

Playing God as Laudatory or Required

Arguments against playing God are further weakened by those who see playing

God as positive, or even as an obligation. For example, certain Muslim perspectives

see playing God—in the sense of imitating God—as a laudable spiritual practice.

Scholar of Islam Qaiser Shahzad writes, “In the Islamic spiritual tradition, a con-

cept akin to ‘playing God’ is that of ‘assuming the divine attributes,’ embodied by a

famous saying attributed to the Prophet of Islam, viz. ‘assume the character-traits

of divine names.’” Sharing God’s attributes such as “life, knowledge, will, power,

hearing, sight, and speech” underscores humans’ role as the khalifa (successor or

steward) for creation. Above all, according to Shahzad, such a role comes with an

“obligation to love God.” God’s action is not starkly separated from human

action, but rather humans may mimic, mirror, embody, or manifest God’s action

in the world. Climate engineering, then, if it could be construed as a loving, knowl-

edgeable, wise, compassionate action, might be playing God in the good sense.

Perhaps we should say, then, with bioethicist Joseph Fletcher, “Come, Let Us

Play God.” One must, of course, adhere to certain standards. For Shahzad,
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the basis is love: loving as God loves. For Christian bioethicist Allen Verhey, God’s

action is healing. When humans heal each other, he writes, we are “‘playing God’

the way God plays God.” At least some Christian and Muslim thinkers, then,

admit the possibility of a positive way to play God. For these religions, however,

God is not necessarily domineering and power hungry. On the contrary, God has

special concern for the poor and weak, according to both Christianity and Islam (a

notion they share with many other religions). Verhey suggests that when we

undertake action that may be construed as playing God, we should ask ourselves,

“Does [the proposed action] fit the story of one who takes the side of the poor and

powerless?” Shahzad would agree, emphasizing God’s generosity and mercy, and

the need to mirror this in human action. Note here that the view of God is not

one of an omnipotent, distant, partisan despot, but rather of a personal, loving

power that seeks justice for the poor. We see some criteria, then, for positive prac-

tices of playing God: If climate engineering might in fact take the side of the poor

and powerless, it might qualify as a worthy instance of laudably playing God. But

the emphasis on relationality and love complicates this: How could a large-scale

deliberate manipulation of the atmosphere—something known as “engineer-

ing”—be personal and loving?

In an article about the place of religion in the geoengineering debate, theologian

Forrest Clingerman and ethicist Kevin O’Brien recognize that playing God func-

tions to “condemn human hubris,” but also serves as “a theological justification of

human skill.” For example, geoengineering supporter and scientist Mark Lynas

calls playing God “good for the planet.” “Playing God,” he writes, “is essential, if

creation is not to be irreparably damaged or even destroyed by humanity unwit-

tingly deploying its new-found powers in disastrous ways. At this late stage, false

humility is a more urgent danger than hubris.” Lynas exhorts humans to

embrace our unprecedented power with courage and leadership, swooping in to

save the planet before it is too late. Like it or not, he argues, we humans must

move beyond traditional stewardship toward more extensive power and control,

in order to prevent catastrophe.

Perhaps climate engineering would fit Verhey’s and Shahzad’s criteria of being

personal and loving. If humans seek to author and frame ecosystems (including

the atmosphere) in order to save themselves from the ill effects of human folly,

we may be playing God “the way God plays God”—by preserving creation.

Additionally, it may be argued that climate engineering supports the poor and

downtrodden by avoiding the harms that climate change visits on the worst off:
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we engineer the climate because we care about the poor. Given climate engineer-

ing’s association with high-tech players and powerful, wealthy political actors,

however, the burden of proof rests with its promoters: Can such an enterprise

really be reconciled with the actions of a loving, merciful God of the downtrodden

and poor?

Playing God as Symbolic Rhetoric

Since the playing God critique as formulated above can be so easily undercut on

its own terms, and even turned around to argue the opposite (that we should play

God), then perhaps it should not be treated as a rational argument at all. Humans

rarely make moral choices based on rationality. Indeed, theological ethicist

H. Richard Niebuhr sees humans as “symbolic more than . . . rational animals.”

In this vein, I suggest that the playing God critique functions symbolically, similar

to the symbolic rhetoric of narrative, myth, and fable. The story of Icarus is par-

adigmatic here. When someone says “we should not play God,” this indicates dis-

comfort in two distinct but intersecting dimensions: () a feeling of nostalgia for

comfortable dualisms; and () a feeling of concern about the character (or virtue)

of one who might undertake new levels of power.

Dualism and Nostalgia

“When nature was autonomous,” writes philosopher Allen Thompson, “human

beings were free from the existential burden of bearing moral responsibility for

some of the basic conditions supporting all life on Earth.” Thompson has encap-

sulated the nostalgia and dualism inherent in the playing God critique as it applies

to climate engineering. Those who invoke “playing God” are often nostalgic for a

worldview in which human responsibilities were smaller in proportion to the rest

of the world. That worldview rested on a comforting dualism, which involved

clearly knowing the human place in nature’s order. As theologian Willem

Drees notes, “The fear of playing God is not the fear of doing what is wrong,

which is an issue on our side of the boundary [between what is given and what

we may alter], but rather the fear of losing a grip on reality through the dissolution

of the boundary.” Proposals such as climate engineering invoke feelings of dis-

orientation and dislocation. It feels like a shift in the nature of reality, the erosion

of a line that organized our sense of self in the world. We may know that the line

between humans and God, or between humans and nature, is not as stark as it

seems; nevertheless, we long for some of the clarity that such dualisms bring.
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As Verhey puts it, such shifting boundaries cause some people to “lament a

‘humanity come of age’ and long to go back to a former time, a time of our child-

hood.” In other words, rather than being children nurtured by a mother (earth),

we are grown, and our mother (earth) is now ailing and in need of our care. Verhey

argues that we cannot go back to that innocent time when God took care of every-

thing and we had clearly circumscribed responsibilities, because its very existence

was an illusion based on false dualisms. However, the emotional appeal of this

view—let God be in charge—has undeniable power for many people.

As with God, so with nature. Although scholars familiar with postmodernism

may agree that nature is a socially constructed concept, there remains a persuasive

argument that nature—and wilderness in particular—amounts to something spe-

cial, something “other,” something that should not be under human control.

Philosopher Eric Katz, known for his contention that ecological restoration creates

a human artifact, not a natural ecosystem, applies this same thinking to climate

engineering. Of climate engineering, he writes that “it will change irrevocably

the meaning of the human relationship to nature—‘nature,’ indeed, will cease to

exist.” Katz worries that undermining the line between humans and nature by

essentially domesticating the entire globe under a managed climate will under-

mine all ecological preservation.

He may be right. According to geoengineering advocate and Harvard scientist

David Keith, large-scale deliberate manipulation of the Earth’s atmosphere is “not

the end of nature—but it is the end of wildness—or at least our idea of wildness. It

means consciously admitting we’re living on a managed planet. . . . The fact is,

whether we want to admit it or not, we’re living in a zoo. And we’re both the ani-

mals and the zookeepers now.” Similar to Verhey’s account of “humanity come

of age,” Keith and others recognize with some regret that something of value is

lost when humans take charge of a realm previously reserved for nature alone.

Nature has lost, in Jamieson’s terms, a certain degree of autonomy, and therefore

is no longer free from human domination. It is appropriate, then, to mourn this

loss, to feel nostalgia for the days before humans were such a powerful and dislo-

cating force on this planet. The playing God critique recognizes the tragedy here,

and registers the bewilderment that comes with assuming a new role with respect

to the natural world. What is that new role in nature and how appropriate or fit-

ting is it that we humans have assumed it? These questions of human agency are

addressed below, but because proper human agency involves certain virtues, I first

turn to virtue ethics.
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Playing God as a Concern for Virtue Ethics

Questions of appropriateness and fittingness often fall under virtue ethics, since

virtues are socially expressed and sensitive to context. Indeed, the presence of

virtue language in discussions about geoengineering—hubris, humility, pride,

prudence—indicates that a virtue ethics perspective is needed here. Georgiana

Kirkham analyzes “playing God” and “vexing nature” using a virtue ethics frame-

work. “Some objections of this kind,” she writes, “while masquerading as straight-

forward deontological objections, are better understood as fundamentally

concerned with the virtue of the agent performing the moral act and thus amount

to an objection based on virtue ethics.” In other words, when we object that geo-

engineering amounts to playing God and therefore is inadvisable, perhaps we do

not mean that doing so breaks a rule (namely, the rule about staying on the

“human” side of the boundary between humans and God). Perhaps what we really

mean is that a truly virtuous person would not do this. It may be a question of

scale: the virtuous person knows what counts as overreach and what is fitting

and appropriate. Or it may be a question of motivation: the virtuous person is

not self-serving and hubristic, but accepts a certain lack of control over the con-

ditions of life. On this view, truly virtuous people intuitively know the limits of

human action and observe them with scrupulousness, prudence, and ease.

Virtue accounts of humility and modesty apply well to climate engineering.

Kirkham and others propose humility as a useful virtue in the face of the playing

God critique; rather than playing God by engaging in geoengineering, we should

be humble. Lynas, for example, with his exhortation to save the planet by playing

God, seems far from humble in this case (in fact he accuses those who hesitate to

engineer the climate of expressing “false humility”). This lack of humility in

Lynas would be a red flag for Kirkham and others applying virtue theory.

Moreover, beyond humility, modesty is an even more helpful virtue in this case.

To play God by engineering the climate is to be immodest with our powers. Better

to cultivate modesty, a multistep virtue that applies to many environmental prob-

lems. Modesty resembles humility in its boundary observation and orientation

toward what is small and unassuming. However, modesty includes a concern

for one’s effect on vulnerable others, and so yields interesting environmental

insights. In other words, would-be climate engineers who are modest recognize

that they have the power to change the climate, but they restrain themselves

from doing so out of an awareness of the vulnerability of others (both human

and nonhuman) to physical harm (if it has unintended bad effects) and moral
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harm (via the so-called moral hazard, in which the “quick fix” undercuts the will

to do the right thing). This virtue, then, can also be directly applied to climate

engineering.

Confucian virtues of harmony and wisdom also may apply to climate engineer-

ing. Pak-Hang Wong contends that arguments about playing God mean little to a

nontheistic tradition such as Confucianism. However, Confucianism does have a

strong sense of nature’s order and value. The human role is neither separate from

nature nor completely identified with it. According to Wong, the goal is harmony

between humans and nature, not separation. He writes, “harmony (he) . . . is the

normative standard in Confucian thought.” Harmony, as Wong describes it,

means interrelation without domination; it involves diversity and dynamism.

On this understanding, to behave otherwise would amount to “vexing nature,”

in Kirkham’s words. Interestingly, Confucianism supports a certain degree of

human alteration of nature. But this task “should be reserved only to those who

are deeply virtuous.” Even geoengineering might be permissible, Wong admits.

However, “since there will not be many deeply virtuous persons in reality, those

who genuinely have, or can have, the role to engineer the climate will be extremely

limited. In reality, therefore, it is doubtful that Confucians will agree to engineer

the climate.”

All of these positions share a virtue perspective on climate engineering.

Large-scale deliberate alteration of the climate lends itself to hubris and dishar-

mony; if the climate were to be engineered at all, it should only be done by the

wise, the kind, the modest, and the careful among us, but those who meet these

criteria are unlikely to see such measures as appropriate and fitting. As bioethicist

Paul Ramsey famously wrote, “Men ought not to play God before they learn to be

men, and after they have learned to be men they will not play God.” In other

words, wise people, people who know their place, do not play God. Virtue argu-

ments imply, then, that anyone who wishes to engineer the planet may lack the

virtue qualification to do so.

Playing God as Raising Questions about Proper Human

Agency

If the opposite of playing God is demonstrating virtue, and if virtue means know-

ing our proper place, what then is the scope and scale of appropriate human

agency? Two important American thinkers of the twentieth century had similar
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answers to this question, though they worked in very different fields. Theologian

H. Richard Niebuhr (–) and conservationist Aldo Leopold (–),

though they were contemporaries, seem never to have crossed paths or responded

to each other’s work. Leopold was not particularly religious; Niebuhr was not par-

ticularly interested in questions of environmental conservation. Nevertheless, both

thinkers had strikingly parallel visions of proper human agency in the world,

exhorting readers toward a contextual, communal, and humble approach to action

that is fitting and responsible. Neither imagined a future in which climate engi-

neering would be possible, yet their ideas are nevertheless applicable to the

issue at hand.

Leopold, a forester, nature writer, and author of A Sand County Almanac, out-

lines a view of human agency that is paradoxical but practical. In his writing, he

values wilderness and wildlife and seems to wish humans could leave nature alone;

yet he understands that if humans are to live, we must interact with “the land” (his

blanket term for the biosphere or ecosystem). While he defends wilderness, and

was instrumental in the establishment of the Gila Wilderness in New Mexico,

Leopold knows that some land must be used for human ends. Overall, he wants

humans to use the land sparingly and to use it well. As historian Curt Meine

has noted, Leopold is the only U.S. conservationist to have both a wilderness

area and a center for sustainable agriculture named after him.

Leopold expresses particular concern about technology, and his insights hold

relevance for the question of climate engineering technologies. He notes that

“the European races acquired machines for dominating land before they had

evolved the social inhibitions requisite for their safe use,” and he worries

about the “creed” of “salvation by machinery” when it comes to land use: Too

many steam shovels and tractors doing “violence” to the land causes trouble in

the long run. Beyond its implications for long-term productivity, Leopold

worries that an overly dominating, overly violent relationship with the land has

aesthetic and moral implications for civilization itself. “We are remodeling the

Alhambra with a steam-shovel, and we are proud of our yardage,” he laments.

Leopold does not insist a steam shovel has no use, but he does propose the

need for “gentler and more objective criteria for its successful use.” Leopold’s

term “objective” here points to his desire to shape his readers’ perception of

land and its value. The detailed and nuanced descriptions of natural phenomena

that make up the bulk of A Sand County Almanac may be seen as a tutorial in
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perception: Leopold guides the reader to recognize what is happening to the land,

and what it means, from a perspective both humble and responsible.

These habits of perception lead to Leopold’s notion of communal virtue, which

blends humility and responsibility into something akin to Wendell Berry’s “mem-

bership” concept. According to Leopold, humans need to see themselves not as

rulers of the land but as “plain member[s] and citizen[s] of it.” His communi-

tarian vision includes humans, but does not privilege them: he longs for “a univer-

sal symbiosis with the land” and “a state of mutual and interdependent cooperation

between human animals, other animals, plants, and soils.” Humans are part of

something large, complex, and harmonious; we need to respect the land commu-

nity by restraining our power to destroy it.

Does the creed of salvation by technology, coupled by the desire to remodel the

Alhambra with a steam shovel, entail playing God? Leopold does not say so. But

he is certainly concerned with the overreach that results from a view of human

agency that is more influenced by machines than by nature. The perspective

from the cockpit of a steam shovel is quite different from the perspective that

Leopold’s careful nature writing inculcates. The steam shovel driver’s view is dis-

torted by the heady power of the technology and the mechanistic worldview it rep-

resents. The notion of a proper perspective on nature, unhindered by the power

of technology, applies quite well to the question of climate engineering. If “plants,

animals, men, and soil are a community of interdependent parts, an organism,”

then certain forms of violent technology are simply not fitting in nature. The

grand scale and expansive control of climate engineering seems to elide the

nuances of the different land communities affected by it; engineering the climate

requires a viewpoint of generalization and standardization, not membership in a

land community. Rather, we should act to “preserve the stability, integrity, and

beauty of the biotic community” whenever possible.

Niebuhr’s ethics, like Leopold’s, were formed in the first decades of the twent-

ieth century and in response to an overly controlling and overly optimistic era of

human “progress.” Unlike Leopold, Niebuhr did not decry the human imprint

on the land, but he was concerned about humans overstepping the boundaries

of what is fitting, particularly in international politics. In The Responsible Self,

Niebuhr formulates a threefold typology of human agency. Humans through

the ages have seen themselves as makers, concerned with the results and outcomes

of their efforts, and as citizens seeking rules and policy structures that seem mor-

ally right. However, the most apt model for humanity, as Niebuhr sees it, is not as
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maker or citizen but as responder. “What is implicit in the idea of responsibility,”

he explains, “is the image of man-the-answerer, man engaged in dialogue,

man acting in response to action upon him.” Against the grain of his individu-

alistic era, Niebuhr promotes a model of the human as deeply embedded in a com-

munity, dialogically connected with multiple other people in the exercise of

responsibility.

Niebuhr’s model of responsibility is deeply contextual, providing an ethics that

does not begin with abstract rules or stated goals but rather responds to the situa-

tion as it is. Like Leopold, Niebuhr tutors his readers in perception by positing an

ethical theory that begins with the question “what is going on here?” and moves

on from there. Rather than seeking “the good” or “the right,” this responsibility

ethics is concerned with “the fitting”; prioritizing appropriateness, responsiveness

to context, and the quality of relationships. Responsibility, then, is not about

causality (am I responsible for climate change?) as much as it is about response

(how ought I respond to climate change?). The question “what is going on

here?” which sets the stage for discerning a fitting response, relies heavily on

awareness, perception, and interpretation. Responsibility also anticipates a

response. Just as we respond to what we perceive to be the case, we expect others

to respond to our own actions in a discursive, relational arrangement—as Niebuhr

puts it, “in a continuing community of agents.” Niebuhr recognizes, as should all

those who promote climate engineering, that any response to a problem (such as

climate change) does not occur in a vacuum. If the U.S. government, for example,

injects sulfate aerosols into the stratosphere, we anticipate that there will be

responses from the whole world community—that “continuing community of

agents” with whom we are in conversation and to whom we are responsible.

Niebuhr’s ultimate criterion for the rightness of a response, then, seems to be

fittingness. For Niebuhr, “our responsive actions [should] fit into a process of

interaction.” A response should fit like “a note into a chord in a movement in

a symphony . . . .” Niebuhr’s musical metaphor echoes Leopold’s architectural

image of the Alhambra: both thinkers recognize humans as a small part of a larger,

intricate, beautiful whole. This recognition entails responsibility—to perceive the

beautiful, awe-inspiring context properly and to act in a way that fits rather than

violates this larger whole.

Niebuhr adds an additional transcendent dimension to the aesthetic criterion of

fittingness. He believes that humans are not only responding to the human and

nonhuman world around us but are also responding to God. One important
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dimension of the question “what is going on here?” is the question “what is God

doing?” Sometimes God’s action is best interpreted as punishment, according to

Niebuhr’s view of World War II, and I would argue that climate change may also

be seen in this light. For Niebuhr, when humans act, they act in anticipation of a

response from nature and humans, but also in anticipation of a response from

God. This is a dialectical vision of human interaction with a God who influences

human history, but one who also responds to human initiative. It means that

appropriate human action blends some degree of the co-creation impulse—we

are, after all, in dialogue with God—with a degree of the humility requirement

because God is often punishing, correcting, and lamenting human faults. Does

this mean climate engineering is permitted? There is no short answer: Niebuhr

can only indicate the appropriate process, which should involve contextual delib-

eration (for fittingness) and responsive, responsible dialogue with all parties

(including God).

In sum, Niebuhr’s view of the self as relational, responsive, and operating in

community offers a view of responsibility that is much more fruitful than a

thin exposition of responsibility as causality. And it echoes Leopold’s under-

standing of the human operating within a biotic community. Leopold also exhorts

his readers to understand the context in order to choose a fitting response (though

his context is broader than Niebuhr’s, since it includes the land community).

Catholic ethicist Joseph Incandela describes a contextual ethics that echoes both

Niebuhr and Leopold. He writes, “When we do ethics, therefore, we ask where

we belong; we try to place ourselves in our proper location.” For a topic such

as climate engineering, which is so disorienting and dislocating, an ethics that

draws upon fittingness, context, and community seems appropriate. The playing

God critique implies that an individual or a group has overreached the proper

context; a contextual ethics of belonging and “proper location,” by contrast, avoids

this pitfall. Leopold and Niebuhr, then, both embrace a model of human agency as

contextually aware responsive responsibility.

Overreach, Virtue, and Human Agency in Climate

Engineering

In its symbolic formulation, the playing God critique arises as a result of discom-

fort with human agency; it indicates a disorienting erosion of the line between

humans and God, and brings up serious concerns about lack of virtue. I have
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proposed a response, inspired by Leopold and Niebuhr, that counsels contextual

awareness (to assuage and re-root the disorientation brought about by expansion

of human powers) and responsive responsibility (to reaffirm the communal nature

of the issue and human embeddedness in, and responsibility to, the community of

life). In what follows I imagine how this contextually aware responsive responsi-

bility might play out for political decision-makers engaging the prospect of climate

engineering.

Regarding contextual awareness, a responsible response to climate engineering

requires fully reckoning with climate change. Thus, decision-makers who do not

fully understand the problem or have not undertaken a deep encounter with the

magnitude and scope of its meaning are vulnerable to the nostalgia for simple

dualisms as described above. They may retreat into denial, blame others, or con-

tent themselves with half measures rather than fully face the moral and emotional

implications of anthropogenic climate change. But Niebuhr would urge decision-

makers to truly understand “what is going on here” before making any impactful

decisions.

Kevin O’Brien also calls for careful deliberation when he writes that “no

discussion of climate engineering among privileged peoples is complete unless

it raises the question of what could make us trustworthy to make decisions

about managing the atmosphere in collaboration with others.” For O’Brien,

the first steps toward trustworthy decision-making on climate engineering include

repentance for changing the climate, which he defines as “admitting the problem,

lamenting its results, and converting away from the behaviors that have caused

it.” He emphasizes the need for serious, collective, public apology and repen-

tance before any action on climate change is even considered. Though O’Brien

does not mention the role of mitigation efforts, such as reducing carbon emissions

or cultivating carbon sinks, presumably “converting away” from climate-changing

behaviors implies that mitigation measures must be a part of any full repentance.

Only after such a process would decision-makers be qualified to move forward on

actions such as climate engineering proposals—which may themselves be viewed

as an extension of the repentance that the situation requires. Indeed, some would

see climate engineering itself as “a serious attempt to make amends” and as

“an admirable attempt at ecological restoration.” But O’Brien would caution

against rushing into such amends before genuine repentance has occurred,

since such repentance changes the conversation in significant ways. “Perhaps,”

he admits, “climate engineering will be the best we can do to repair the damage
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we have caused,” but “we will not know until we have honestly assessed it, after

honestly assessing ourselves.” This call for honest assessment helpfully echoes

Niebuhr’s question: “What is going on here?”

Leopold and Niebuhr both emphasize the collective and discursive nature of

human action. Playing God implies that an individual is acting recklessly, whereas

responsibility for climate change, while not evenly distributed among all humans,

is nevertheless collectively held. Certain climate engineering measures such as

ocean iron seeding and cloud whitening could be accomplished by one (powerful)

individual actor, but Leopold and Niebuhr, with their collective orientation, would

urge caution because of the potential harm of such an approach. For one thing,

“lone wolf” climate engineering actions do not benefit from collective wisdom and

discursive decision-making processes. To use Leopold’s phrasing, it is surely time

for those of us in the industrialized world to abandon the driver’s seat of the steam

shovel that is remodeling the Alhambra, to distance ourselves from the distorted

perceptions that allowed this tragedy to occur, and to listen to other sources of

wisdom.

On a policy level this means, in the words of legal scholar Brian Citro, “partic-

ipation and transparency” in making decisions about climate engineering and

other climate-related measures. This idea is simple but its implications are pro-

found: those who have caused climate change need to listen to those who suffer its

effects. Indeed, Citro’s “participation” norm could even be strengthened, as he

hedges that “this doesn’t necessarily mean vulnerable groups [those most affected

by the decisions] should be granted a veto,” but simply that their voices are

heard. But if we seek true justice, surely vulnerable groups deserve more than

just “being heard”: they should host the meetings, make the decisions, and call

on support from climate change’s perpetrators. The steam shovel driver should

step down, remove his hard hat and other accoutrements of the role, and listen

as a “plain member and citizen” (in Leopold’s words). This would be a sign

that the climate change perpetrators are learning to repent in the robust sense

of the word; that is, repenting in order to exercise responsible responsiveness in

a community. As such, no one could justifiably accuse them of playing God.

In practice, however, life is not this simple. In the words of Amitav Ghosh, “The

fact is that we live in a world that has been profoundly shaped by empire and its

disparities.” Ghosh has observed that countries with the highest consumption of

fossil fuels have the most international power, and that increasing consumption

leads to increasing power—with the recent rise of China and India as prime
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examples. This creates a perverse incentive to consume ever more fossil fuels in

order to have a place at the negotiating table; and yet, tragically, doing so spells

doom for the climate. Following Ghosh, if consuming fossil fuels means main-

taining international power, it is no wonder that most developed nations move so

slowly and reluctantly away from them and why developing nations move to con-

sume them at ever greater rates. Thus, in reality there is no bright line between

the perpetrators and the vulnerable, between the driver and the plain citizen, but

the metaphor tells us we must strive to push back against the logic that says con-

sumption brings with it a larger voice. This is, of course, difficult. True balance in

global carbon emissions would equate to a more even balance of international

power, an undesirable outcome for those currently holding the reins. It seems a

hopeless situation; calls for justice seem weak in the face of this entrenched status

quo.

Ghosh finds hope for climate justice in religious movements, praising Pope

Francis’s climate ethics and the potential of religious groups to tip this balance

of power with their moral authority and calls for greater justice and compassion.

In a similar vein, both Niebuhr and Leopold were known to seek solace in some-

thing larger or transcendent when faced with human finitude and violence.

Leopold appeals to “the land” as a transcendent ideal, a collective and dynamic

whole whose wellbeing is influenced by humans but whose life exceeds human

finitude. Similarly, Niebuhr writes that “Responsibility affirms: ‘God is acting

in all actions upon you. So respond to all actions upon you as to respond to his

action.’” In other words, perhaps one may avoid playing God in the public

sphere by seeking an authority that is higher than human action, whether it is

the integrity of the land or the will of a God whose revelations predate the fossil

fuel era. As with Citro’s call for “participation and transparency,” this is a call to

humility and listening—procedural elements that may undergird the type of

repentance that O’Brien rightly names a prerequisite for decision-making on cli-

mate engineering.

Conclusion

The playing God critique, while of limited usefulness when taken at face value,

yields fascinating insights when examined for its symbolic and emotional implica-

tions. The interpretations relating to dualism, virtue, and human agency in partic-

ular hold promise for fruitful reflection on climate engineering. In the end, it
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seems to be a call for moral sensitivity, and for a contextual responsiveness in

community, which Jamieson echoes in his too short exploration of cooperation

as an environmental virtue. Incandela, writing about biotechnology, could just

as easily be offering wisdom about climate engineering when he writes, “We

approach in wonder, we cross at our risk. In either case, moral sensitivity may

be gauged by the precision of our gait and the awareness of where we tread, for

we walk in twilight near lines deserving profound ethical respect.”

Climate change itself deserves this profound respect because of its status as a

so-called wicked problem. As I have argued elsewhere, wicked problems should

not be “tamed” prematurely, because doing so misleads the public into false

confidence in partial solutions. To seek one solution—such as solar radiation

management—as the answer to climate change would be to treat this wicked prob-

lem as a tame one. As Jamieson rightly points out, “There is nothing defective

about the climate of the Anthropocene that needs fixing.” It may be hostile to

human flourishing, and it may lead to other species’ extinctions, but the climate

is a powerful, wild system that is responding to its current disturbance appropri-

ately and according to its nature. Our job is less to control it than to ask “what is

going on here?” How can we respond fittingly to each other and the Earth system?

And what voices, besides those of humans in the industrial world, might offer

helpful perspectives on appropriate responses? The conversations and decision-

making on this topic should be rooted in contextual awareness and responsive

responsibility, so as to avoid the moral overreach described as playing God.
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